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Steven Peterson* is a regional economist 
who has conducted over 150 economic  
impact assessments in his career on nearly 
every major industry in the regional  
economy.  Steve was born and raised in the 
Lewis-Clark Valley and is currently employed 
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Associate Professor of  Economics.
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The Port of Whitman County is arguably the 
most impactful economic development 

agency in the region.

key conclusions

• In the last 20 years, Whitman County has become the engine of  growth for the regional economy after decades 
of  stagnation.  Manufacturing growth has increased 322% from 2001 to 2019, versus -7% decline for Washington 
State, 1% for Idaho, and -22% for the U.S.i

• The key drivers of  Whitman County growth have been the entrepreneurial firms situated in the Port of  Whitman 
County’s water-borne ports and industrial parks, increases in other manufacturing and service industries, and rising 
student enrollments at Washington State University.

• Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) alone has increased its Pullman employment by more than 2,000 em-
ployees in the two decades.

• The Port of  Whitman County (PWC) is a leader in land and infrastructure development (water, wastewater, electri-
cal, gas and fiber optic cable), transportation (water, railroad, airports, highways and telecommunications) and land 
development consisting of  seven commercial, recreational, industrial and technology parks.  These include three 
inland water ports: Wilma, Almota, and Central Ferry.  In addition, the PWC has three inland industrial parks: Pull-
man Industrial Park (West), Pullman Industrial Park (East) and the Port of  Whitman Business Air Center in Colfax.  
The PWC also has an important recreation site at Boyer Park & Marina.

• The PWC is a leader in programs for business attraction, retention and expansion, promotion of  business, incuba-
tor and entrepreneurial development programs, and collaboration with others.  

Pullman Industrial Park Port of  Wilma

Port of  Whitman Business
Air Center Port of  Central Ferry

Boyer Park & MarinaPort of  Almota
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The Port of  Whitman County (PWC) Associated Firms and Organizations are 
responsible for generating over $1.35 billion in output, $548 million added gross 
regional product to the regional economy, as well as directly and indirectly supporting 
over 5,369 jobs annually with average annual salaries and benefits of  $68,627.  These 
metrics include the multiplier effects.

Total PWC related contributions as a percentage of  the entire Whitman County
economyii: 

20% jobs
31% output
25% total compensation
23% gross regional product

decisive contributions of the port of 
whitman county
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direct jobs
The Port of  Whitman County conducted a survey of  all its tenants and related operations.  We estimate there are 
3,232 direct jobs associated with the PWC firms and operations, which can be seen in Figure 1. Direct employment 
has increased 334% cumulatively 1996 to 2019.  This can be seen in Figure 1 and Table 1.

Figure 1: Direct jobs 1996-2019

Table 1: Direct jobs by industry
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direct job growth
The fastest growing industries are high technology services and manufacturing, most of  which are situated in 
Pullman Industrial Park (East).  The largest company in Pullman Industrial Park (East) is Schweitzer Engineering 
Laboratories, which provides a sizable majority of  the total direct employment (about 2,407 jobs at the time of  this 
study).iii

The other firms in the park provide an additional 309 high-paying jobs, mostly from 
high-technology companies.  They also have a significant impact on the regional 
economy.

Telecommunications and high-speed fiber installations by the PWC are fast grow-
ing and will provide an increasing number of  jobs in the future.  They will facilitate 
future home-based telecommuting from rural communities throughout Whitman   
County and encourage firms to locate in rural towns.

Grain storage and transportation has remained relatively constant since 1996 (after 
adjusting for methodological differences between the different studies).  Agricultur-
al service jobs increased modestly and there has been strong growth in overall basic 
series and products.  

Many of  the firms 
in the water-borne 
ports are mature 

agriculture-related product and service companies.  
Employment has been relatively stable over time and 
not likely to increase.  Wood products manufacturing 
employment (Port of  Wilma) has declined but that is 
likely due to increase in worker productivity as manu-
facturing processes have changed over time.

The PWC has been focused on assisting the develop-
ment of  value-added agriculture products and these 
efforts will likely increase job growth in the future.  
Joseph’s Grainery situated in the Port of  Whitman 
County Business Air Center is a good example of  a 
new value-added company.

living wage jobs
The PWC businesses and related operations provide living wage jobs.  The average compensation package is about 
$68,627 including benefits, including jobs created by multiplier effects.  The average compensation package of  direct 
jobs ranged from about $29,000 to $93,000.  

Most of  the employment opportunities offered by the firms and related operations of  the PWC are desirable, rela-
tively stable and good-paying jobs.

Joseph’s Grainery participates in the Port of  Whitman County’s 
2017 Snake River Family Festival at Boyer Park & Marina.

The Port of  Whitman County 
has been working in 
telecommunications since 2000.
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Including the multiplier effects, the PWC firms and op-
erations support 5,369 jobs. About 83.7% of  the jobs are 
from Pullman Industrial Park (East), 7.2% from the Port 
of  Wilma,  3.4% from fiber infrastructure and Port oper-
ations,  2.4% from the Port of  Central Ferry, 2.3% from 
tourism and transportation, and 1.1% from all others. 

diversity of firms and 
industries

The majority of  the PWC jobs are from high technology 
manufacturing and service-related employment, howev-
er, there is an amazing diversity of  firms and industries 
associated with the PWC.  The firms include trucking 
companies, fertilizer mixing and supply, construction, 
grain storage, propane supplies, wood products manufac-
turing, air services, winery, value-added food products, 
water transportation, landscaping, fiber installation and 
services, and many others. These industries are stable and 
recession resilient even in the COVID-19 recession.

high speed fiber
 infrastructure

The Port of  Whitman County has installed 140 miles of  
fiber, running from Spokane, Washington to Clarkston, 
Washington, to enhance the telecommunications network 
throughout the county and the broader region. Modern 
communications are increasingly the transportation mode 
of  choice for businesses, government, and consumers.  
As an important form of  transportation, fiber commu-
nication networks are a central component of  the Port 
of  Whitman County’s mission. Fiber cable is essential to 
wireless communications, medical records and health care 
imaging services, emergency service communications, uni-
versity research, governmental operations, high technol-
ogy manufacturing facilities, general business operations, 
video streaming, and telecommuting.  

job contributions
contributions by port 

location

Pullman Industrial Park-East
$1.15 billion in output

4,493 jobs

Port of  Wilma
$87.3 million in output

385 jobs

Port of  Central Ferry
$47 million in output

129 jobs

Fiber Infrastructure/Port 
Operations

$37.2 million in output
185 jobs

Tourism and Transportation
$17.5 million in output

122 jobs

All Others
$10.1 million in output

56 jobs

PWC TOTAL 
CONTRIBUTIONS

$1.352 billion in output
5,369 jobs
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By providing rural communities with access to high speed internet and telecommunication services, the Port of  
Whitman County is providing essential infrastructure for future rural community revitalization.  Businesses can lo-
cate in rural regions and enjoy small town amenities, yet compete in a global market via the fiber network.  Annual-
ized fiber construction in constant dollars is estimated at $1.4 million since 2002.  Gross revenues reached approxi-
mately $1.3 million in 2019.  The estimated economic contributions of  the fiber infrastructure include construction, 
operations, and business creation effects.  The annual economic contributions of  fiber are $31.5 million in output 
and 125 jobs, including the multiplier effects.

economic contributions of the 
port of whitman county

The total 2019 economic impacts of  the Port of  Whitman County from all business operations is $1.35 billion in 
output (sales), $547.6 million in gross regional product (a subset of  sales), $368.5 million in total compensation (a 
subset of  gross regional product) and 5,369 jobs.  These impacts include the multiplier impacts from backward link-
ages to the local economy and from the impact of  resulting employee and consumer spending (Table 2).

Table 3 reports the economic contributions by industry which provides interesting detail on specific impacted 
sectors of  the economy.  Table 4 reports the impacts by model composition – direct, indirect, and induced impacts.  
The direct effects are measured from the actual base expenditures by the PWC firms and operations.  Indirect ef-
fects measure the backward linkages as PWC firms and operations purchase goods and services from other firms in 
the regional economy.  Induced impacts report the linkages related to employee and consumer spending.  The table 
also reports the average multipliers:  Jobs -1.71, total compensation 1.37, GRP 1.51, and output 1.36.   To interpret 
the jobs multiplier:  For every direct (base) job, a total of  1.71 jobs are created in the economy.
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fiscal contributions
The businesses associated with the PWC increase the tax base of  the local economy and protect the residents from 
higher tax rates than they would otherwise have to pay. The total collections from state and local government sum to 
over $22.6 million annually.  These include the indirect and induced taxes created by the multiplier effects.  They do 
not include direct business tax payments.  The PWC tax levy for FY19 was $1,306,987 and the PWC firms generate 
$8,155,985 in regional property taxes. The property tax return to taxpayers is $6.18 for every levy dollar invested.iv

methodology and technical notes

• A four-county IMPLAN input-output economic model was created to measure the economic contributions of  
the PWC on the regional economy:  Whitman County and Asotin County in Washington; Latah County and 
Nez Perce County in Idaho.  The regional economy is highly integrated within the four counties, particularly 
with east-west trade, and commuting flows.  There are also important north-south trade and commuting flows.  
The contribution results were also measured using a Whitman County model separately, to validate and calibrate 
the results in the four-county model.

• There are fundamentally two steps to each impact component: 1) measuring the shock to the economic system, 
referred to as the direct effect, and 2) measuring the associated multiplier effects as the direct impacts ripple 
through the economic supply chains. The direct shocks are entered into an input-output model produced by IM-
PLAN to calculate the multiplier impacts. The multipliers are broken into two types: business-to-business trans-
actions in the supply chain, referred to as “indirect impacts,” and household-to-business transactions, referred to 
as “induced impacts.” Total impacts are reported as the sum of  the direct, indirect and induced impacts. 

• Impacts are reported in five separate ways: 1) output (sales), 2) gross regional product, 3) total compensation, 
4) employment, and 5) tax contributions.  Output is the broadest measure of  impacts but the most accurate is 
gross regional product (GRP) which is a net measure.  GRP can be viewed as a subset of  output.  Total com-
pensation includes wages, salaries, proprietor’s income and supplements.  

• The economic contributions are estimated using base expenditures arising from new monies coming into the 
regional economy.  Since most of  the revenues of  the firms and operations of  the PWC arise from products 
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and services sold outside the regional economy, they represent base economic activity and are included in the 
economic contributions.  A small number of  firms sell products and services within the regional economy (i.e. 
non-base) and they are not included in the calculation of  economic contributions.  Some firms have a mix of  
both base and non-base revenues, and only a portion of  their activity (i.e. base) was counted in their economic 
impacts.

• PWC operations have a nearly $10 million annual budget.  We counted only a portion of  those activities ($3.46 
million) in the calculation of  economic contributions, specifically funds arising from external grants and some 
port related revenues that are classified as base.  Expenditures arising from tax levies were excluded from the 
contribution calculations. 

• Fiber construction investment dollars originate from out-of-region sources and are considered base activities.  
Fiber operations are more complicated.  They are essential for a modern economy and part of  the backbone 
of  basic community infrastructure.  The COVID-19 recession has highlighted the need for high speed internet 
with considerable business and education activities going online through Zoom and other related programs.  A 
portion of  these expenditures is base activity and non-base, respectively.  An analysis was conducted with the 
PWC to estimate the portion of  firm operations that might not exist without the fiber provided by the PWC.  
The estimated base activity was included in the economic impacts.

• With-or-without:  The “with-or-without” issue poses the question:  If  the PWC did not exist, would the port-re-
lated firms and their respective economic activities still be situated in the region?  Would they never have existed 
at all or would they have left and moved to other communities?  To some extent this question is “not know-
able.”  However, the fact that the PWC plays such an important integrated role, the provision of  industrial in-
frastructure suggests that a portion of  this economic activity would have likely moved elsewhere in the absence 
of  the PWC infrastructure. In the mid-1990s Whitman County appears to have been infrastructure constrained.  
Discussions with community leaders in prior PWC study updates have confirmed land and infrastructure short-
ages that could have hampered economic development in the absence of  the PWC.

• The tax impacts are reported from the Whitman County IMPLAN model instead of  the four-county model, 
because the measurement of  tax creation is focused on Whitman County (although the magnitudes were close 
in both models).  These are conservative estimations because the direct business tax payments were not included 
in the results.  Only the indirect and induced taxes created by the multiplier effects were included.  The inter-
pretation of  taxpayer rate of  return should be viewed with caution.  It is calculated by taking the property tax 
payments created by the port firms and operations and dividing it by the Whitman County PWC tax levy.  The 
levy for FY19 was $1,306,987 and we estimate the PWC firms and operations generate $8,155,985 in regional 
property taxes. The return to taxpayers is $6.18 for every PWC levy dollar invested.  This assumes that all the 
indirect and induced property tax payments can be attributable to the PWC firms and operations… which may 
or may not be the case (given the with-or without scenario discussed above).  Since we did not include the direct 
tax payments in the calculations (which would have increased the taxpayer return), the estimate is likely to be 
reasonable.  The total taxpayer return is $16.37 for every tax levy dollar invested (factoring in all state and local 
taxes of  $21,389,608) and is subject to the same cautions as noted above. 
 
 

• This study represents the analysis and conclusions of  the author and does not represent the University of  Idaho 
or any other organization or individual.  

• The primary inputs to the analysis was direct labor taken from a survey of  PWC firms, tenants and operations.   
The accuracy of  the results is dependent on the surveyed data.  Since this is an update of  several previous 
studies of  the PWC, the survey is consistent with previous surveys.  Survey-level primary firm-level revenue and 
expenditure data were not available. Those were estimated by secondary data sources.

caveats and limitations
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data sources
Bureau of  Economic Analysis
Local Area Personal Income and Employment (LPI)
National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA)
GDP by State

Bureau of  Labor Statistics
Quarterly Census of  Employment and Wages (QCEW)
Current Employment Statistics (CES)
Current Population Survey (CPS)

U.S. Census Bureau
Current Population Survey (CPS)
Population Estimates
U.S. National and State Population Projections
County Business Patterns (CBP)

 iSource:  Economic Modeling Specialists, International (Emsi).  
iiFor consistency we calculated the economic contributions measured by the four-county model as a percentage of  
the Whitman County economy.  We also estimated the results using the Whitman County model only: jobs (17%), 
output (29%), total compensation (23%) and gross regional output (22%).
iiiThis analysis includes firms that both lease land/facilities in the PWC or who have purchased land and facilities 
from the port.
ivThe total taxpayer return is $16.37 for every tax levy dollar invested (factoring in all state and local taxes). See the 
section in the methodological section of  the report for greater detail.

NOTES

IMPLAN (IMpact-PLANning) Data 
Whitman and Asotin Counties, Washington 2018
Latah and Nez Perce Counties, Idaho

Economic Modeling Specialists Int. 
Industry Employment 2020.2
Occupation Employment 2020.2
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